I Want More Touch And I Don’t Know What To Do
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That you often feel disgust and repulsion with touch. And that comes sometimes from other
people but it’s definitely with me. Not all of the time. But I sense more often than you want to
say. And there’s like an understanding there for me, of like, this isn’t all about me.
And I’m part of it.

And I notice that, we even went out last night, and I was fully in. I don’t want to approach you.
I don’t want to come towards you. And I kept doing it.
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I’m gonna touch you just enough that you can show me if you want this. It’s like you’re still
completely in charge (Jed). And even though I’m playing along with like, this kind of back and
forth exchange, you’re completely in control. And a lot of that is how painful it is to be rejected.
And another part of that is like, my own kind of inquiry of like, how much do I need? Because
I’m at that level of like, just absolute need. Like, starvation of touch, like, I’ll still live.

I want more touch and I don’t know what to do.
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Yeah, I want more touch and I don’t know what to do.

Hey everybody, it’s Derek Hart. Now Emily wants more touching. And she said that Jed is
repulsed by touching. So do you think this is true, that he’s really repulsed by touching?
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I raise this question of whether or not Jed is really repulsed by touching for
several reasons:
1) To point out that this is Emily’s feeling (and opinion) of what is happening,
nothing that Jed has expressed clearly.
2) That Jed has not yet had a conversation with Emily describing what he is going
through around physical touch.
3) To show that without having the deeper, underlying, emotional conversation,
it is most often just a guess what the other person is going through. And the
guess is often wrong. Or the guess can be right, but having insight into your
partner and guessing accurately is far removed from feeling and attuning to
them while they express difficulty.

There is a full conversation about what is really happening here, that Emily and Jed have not
yet had. So in this video series we’re going to complete that conversation. Now Emily says,
“I want more touch and I don’t know what to do.” How do we solve this common difficulty
with a couple around touch and physicality?
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Let me ask a couple questions about what we often do to try to solve this. For example, how
about if we work on compromising, and coming up with a schedule of how often to touch?
Keep a point system. Some couples do that. No, this doesn’t work.

Should we go back and forth and try to reason with each other, each giving our best advice to
the other person to get what we want? This kind of debating style? No, this usually fails and
starts a cycle of unfair fighting with each other.
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What is unfair fighting?
Much of my training consists of very little dogma, very few rules about “how” to
communicate. I empower people to learn vulnerability. This often results in
learning imperfect and sometimes confusing communication as a way to bridge
the gap between our competent, confident selves, and are newfound vulnerable,
messy, fearful selves. This vulnerable communication ultimately results in a much
more balanced and authentic confidence for each individual.)
To give examples of my less well-organized training about unfair fighting, I will
first give a couple examples of the well intentioned standard ideas about unfair
fighting. From that perspective, unfair fighting is:
1) Using you statements, instead of I statements. Starting sentences with “you
always”, “you did”, “you caused”. Essentially, this is a blaming conversation.
2) Bringing up ideas, stories, and hurts that exist outside of the current problem.
This causes too much confusion, and is often used as an attack to show further
evidence that your partner is doing something bad and wrong.
3) Threatening to leave the relationship too often. Even if a couple is truly
distressed at the level of possibly losing the relationship, constantly using this
in an argument causes to much pain all at once to work through difficulties.
Sometimes I ask couples to take a temporary break from discussing that
possibility (such as one day, one week, one month, or 3 months – the
tolerance of the couple is taken into consideration).
In my more emotional-based, more subtle, more slowed-down training, unfair
fighting is:
1) Continuously trying to solve a problems with aggressiveness and
defensiveness, without recognizing that the emotional component
underneath is not being addressed.
2) Not recognizing which partner is the listener and which partner is expressing
feelings. Our emotional stories are always correct. And need validation. This
is the foundation of my training.
3) Not allowing all emotions to be expressed. Your story triggers me. All my
triggers must be allowed. But the timing of how and when the
communication happens is what allows enough of a slow down for both
partners to be heard.
4) Hiding for too long. The understand each other system promotes the idea
that it is positive to learn how to “hold” off on saying your feelings
immediately, if you are the listener. Recognizing when your partner feels
heard, and feels completion, is necessary to then learn that ANYTHING you
were triggered by also needs attention and listening from your partner. If you
hide it, it will build up frustration, and it is not fair to the health of your
relationship.
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And how about when one person is always the person giving in. This person’s usually the
over-giver in the relationship. That person tries to keep the peace with each other, constantly.
No, this often ends up in frustration with one or both people.

So let me come back for a moment to the idea of compromise. Now, we can do compromise,
but only when it’s authentic. And it must be authentic for the couple. Now this does not mean
that one partner tells their truth, and just hopes the other partner can handle it. So what do I
mean by something is authentic for the couple, because we usually think of (this idea) as
(when) an individual person is coming from an authentic place. But what does it really mean
for a couple to be authentic?
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This means that when I begin sharing something vulnerable, there is a cord between me and
my partner. And it matters how you’re responding to me. It matters if I see you being scared or
defensive.

So how you are, moment by moment by moment, when I share, affects how I decide to share,
and how I continue to talk. I’m constantly watching how you’re to me, and this attuning
process is happening all the time. Now even if I’ve done some personal healing work. For
example, I’ve learned how to have better boundaries, or I’ve learned how to be less defensive
and (learned to) not take things personally. This are great things to learn on your own, for sure.
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But in reality, these things often don’t help at all when I’m navigating with my romantic
partner. Things are much more subtle. So we are deeply affected, moment by moment by
moment by moment by our romantic partner, even when we’re trying really hard not to be.

So let me ask the same question again. How are we going to resolve Emily wanting more touch
from Jed?
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Please notice that I didn’t ask, how are we going to get Jed to touch Emily more? That’s not
what I asked.

I asked about Emily’s yearning, her wanting for more touch. So what we’re going to do is have
Emily share, more slowly, about her frustrations, her fears, and some of her hurts around this.
And her sense of helplessness about wanting more touch. She has absolutely no idea what to
do next.
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I’m going to help guide Emily away from making justifications about why she should not need
this. Justifications such as, how it must be a lot of responsibility and pressure for Jed. Or how
her needs might be too much, and trying to figure out what enough touch would be for her.

For a while now, Emily has believed that she is too needy, and she compares herself to Jed all
the time. But what is going on for Jed around touching, and his response to Emily: we don’t
know yet, because there has not been enough slowing down for this communication to
happen.
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Since Emily does not know how to have this need met with Jed, she continues to search for
other ways, inside herself, to make it all okay. But it is not. It will eventually catch up to them.
It could take a year. Or a decade. But this will turn into resentment, and will harm their safety
with each other. It’s a really common story.

And because the clarity of communication is not happening, Jed doesn’t yet know all the
information about what she’s going through. And he has not yet had the opportunity to
explain what he’s going through.
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So I’m going to help them slow down enough to have the necessary conversation for them to
understand each other. Only then, when they can see each other’s emotional struggle, can
they solve this problem.

So when a couple does not clearly know the emotional struggle underneath a topic, especially
a topic as important as physical touch, they cannot truly solve the problem.
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So a couple must care, authentically, to understand each other. Solving problems from that
place is possible, more likely, and much more realistic.

If you (Emily) were able to say authentically, I want this…
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… and I’m reaching, and if I don’t get it, I’m not taking this elsewhere ….
Jed, with deep vulnerability, is asking Emily to be patient with him, and also
asking her to ask more directly, with her honest feelings, for what she wants. He
is also expressing his fear about Emily seeking touch elsewhere, from other
people. What is significant here is:
1) His request for patience for his own communication to happen.
2) His request that she communicate more clearly, because he is open and cares
deeply about what she needs.
3) His enormous risk (and self love) in asking her to not seek physical comfort
elsewhere. He is stating how much he needs her. Emily has felt for a long time
that only she needs him. Jed’s tears and vulnerability now show his deep bond
with her.
4) It is also valid to understand that more than Emily wanting to take her physical
needs elsewhere, she wanted to know Jed’s vulnerability around this topic.
She wanted to know that he cares about her needs, MORE than wanting to
seek physical intimacy elsewhere (which ultimately doesn’t solve their
dilemma and can cause more hurt and betrayal).
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... I don’t need you to get it perfectly …

Jed has moved here from a withdrawn position in the relationship, to a proactive,
attentive position. He is telling Emily that he wants her to make more honest,
clear requests to him. And he is very quickly telling her that she doesn’t have to
do it perfectly, that he is there to help her do this. He is feeling emotional safety
with Emily.
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I’m gonna keep trying. That kind of reach would be what I want.
Jed is now discussing a “reach”. He is directly addressing his attachment and bond
with Emily. He is asking directly for what he needs, without abstract ideas getting
in the way. He is describing the way he wants to connect emotionally with Emily.
This video series will continue showing how Emily and Jed get to this point of
connection.
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